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2. This data will also include attachments, source and destination addresses, and time and date
information, and connection logs, images and any other records that constitute evidence and
instrumentalities of the above listed crimes for the dates above, including communications
referring or relating to this investigation involving any or all of the following: SUSPECTS
HUGO PADILLA (dab:-• JOHN�ob: ), PABLO UNZUETA dob:

-• CHRISTINA ASTOR-A dob: -• KATHERINE GANNON dob: , 
ROXANNE MCQUEEN (dob: , MATTHEW SANDERS (dob: ), KYLE 
ELEV�:-, CONNOR FITZPATRICK dob:_, DIEGO WOLFGANG 
(dob:_, �HAKRAVARTI dob: , ALEXANDRIA MARS�: 

-• MICHELLE MANO�b: ), JEREMY W�b:_, 
ELIZABETH LANAHAN (dob: -• STEPHANIE CHOW (dob:_, JULIANNA 
LACOSTE (dob: -.. and other known, or yet unknown, co-conspirators and
accomplices together with indicia of use, ownership, possession, or control of such 
communications or information found. 

3. All location data for the dates above. Location data may be stored as GPS locations or
cellular tower connection data. Location data may be found in the metadata of photos and
social networking posts, wi-fi logs, and data associated with installed applications.

4. All photographic/video/audio data and associated metadata.

5. All internet history for the dates above, including cookies, bookmarks, web history, search
terms.

6. All financial information.

7. Any and all computer-related documentation described as written, recorded, printed, or
electronically stored material, which explains or illustrates how to configure or use computer
hardware, software, or other related items.

8. Any and all computer passwords and other data security devices designed to restrict access
to or hide computer software, documentation, or data, consisting of hardware, software, or
other programming code. Data security hardware may include encryption devices, chips, and
circuit boards. Data security software or digital code may include programming code that
creates "test" keys or "hot" keys, which perform certain pre-set security functions when
touched. Data security software or code may also encrypt, compress, hide, or "booby-trap"
protected data to make it inaccessible or unusable, as well as reverse the process to restore
it.

9. Any and all printed documents, any digital information which can be executed by a computer
and any of its related components to direct the way they work, including programs to run
operating systems, applications (like word-processing, graphics, or spreadsheet programs),
utilities, compilers, interpreters, and communication programs.

10. All indicia of ownership and control for both the data and the cellular device, such as device
identification and settings data, address book/contacts, social network posts/updates/tags,
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